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France benefits from 
comparative edge in 
the Gulf region

East   West

London

F 

rance has been making 
waves in the Middle East, 
attracting praise from 
Sunni Arab leaders for its 
strong stances on a num-

ber of foreign policy issues, stanc-
es that often appear at odds with 
those of the United States.

France’s reputation for inde-
pendence appears to be paying 
dividends: in May French Presi-
dent François Hollande became 
the first Western president to be 
a “guest of honour” at a summit 
of the Gulf Cooperation Council 
(GCC), prompting speculation that 
France could be staking a claim as 
a reliable alternative to the United 
States in a region whose monarchs 
are increasingly rattled by US policy 
towards Iran.

Although French policy in the re-
gion is perceived as being different 
from that of the United States, seri-
ous questions remain as to whether 
this perception is based on genuine 
disagreement or astute public rela-
tions.

Hollande’s treatment at the GCC 
summit in Riyadh stands out all the 
more starkly in light of Saudi King 
Salman bin Abdul-Aziz Al Saud’s 
absence from the Camp David 
talks in the United States, which 

convened the following week. The 
talks were called largely to allevi-
ate Saudi fears of an imminent deal 
over Iran’s nuclear programme and 
Salman’s failure to attend was in-
terpreted as a snub to the Obama 
administration.

As US officials were announcing 
the Camp David talks, Hollande 
was concluding a deal to supply Qa-
tar with 24 Rafael fighter jets, said 
to be worth an estimated $7 billion. 
The deal was the latest in a series of 
lucrative contracts to be concluded 
by France. Beaming at the cameras, 
Hollande emphasised that France 
“is seen as a reliable country, one 
that partner countries can trust”.

In the context of Gulf unease at US 
eagerness to conclude a deal with 
Iran over its nuclear programme, 
the implication that America is an 
unreliable partner was lost on no-
body.

France has undoubtedly been re-
warded for its tough stance on Iran 
and Syria with Gulf largesse but an-
alysts remain at odds over just how 
distinct French policy is.

“If France has reservations, it is 
about the behaviour and body lan-
guage of the Obama administration, 
not about the US policy in general,” 
claims Bruno Tertrais, senior fellow 
at the Foundation for Strategic Re-
search, a French think-tank, “This 
administration is widely perceived 
in Paris as being often hesitant and 
sometimes ineffective, as being 
somewhat delusional about what a 
deal with Iran could bring in terms 
of regional benefits, and thus too 
eager for such a deal.”

France nonetheless remains, like 
the United States, committed to 
signing a nuclear agreement with 
Tehran. French reservations about 

the feasibility of a deal have been 
largely addressed by the techni-
cal rigour of the conditions of the 
agreement, says Michel Makinsky, 
a research associate at Institut Pro-
spective & Sécurité en Europe, a 
Paris think-tank. “The technical ne-
gotiations are absolutely extremely 
well checked, double checked and 
triple checked. Therefore, if there is 
an agreement one should be confi-
dent in the technical robustness of 
this.”

Ernest Moniz, the US secretary 
of energy and a nuclear physicist, 
is taking part in the technical as-
pect of the negotiations and is said 
to have laid the basis for a rigorous 
regime.

Despite France’s presence in the 
Gulf and its verbal commitments to 
supporting the defence of its Gulf 
allies, many analysts remain scep-
tical of French willingness or even 
capacity to ensure the security of 
GCC states, instead seeing hawkish 
rhetoric in the context of French 

commercial policy.
“The hawkish positions I think 

hide a much different reality, one in 
which positions are closer with the 
US. The true reason of this strategic 
approach is to capitalise on eco-
nomic potential and the potential 
of trade and arms deals with the 
Gulf states,” says Ayham Kamel, 
director of Middle East and North 
Africa at the political consultancy 
Eurasia Group.

“I think behind closed doors a lot 
of French businesses are looking 
forward to the removal of sanctions 
and entry into the Iranian market.”

While remaining crucial strate-
gic partners to the United States, 
France and the Gulf states, led by 
Saudi Arabia, are both benefactors 

from high-profile public relations. 
France makes clear its role as a se-
rious regional player while the Gulf 
states signal to the United States 
their displeasure with US policy 
and the availability of other options 
for building international alliances 
a situation described as “win-win” 
by Kamel.

The realities of world power, 
however, mean that France is con-
strained to operate multilaterally 
with the United States and Britain 
in Middle Eastern affairs. Within 
the overall constraints of US region-
al policy, France has been assidu-
ous in trying to harden the nego-
tiating stance of the United States 
in Iranian nuclear negotiations and 
towards Syrian President Bashar 
Assad while ultimately recognising 
that, in the Middle East, it does not 
have the power to go it alone.

These efforts have not gone un-
appreciated in a region where many 
feel the United States is getting its 
foreign policy horrendously wrong.
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In the Gulf, ‘François of Arabia’ to the rescue
London

L 

e Monde dubbed French 
President François 
Hollande “François of 
Arabia” as he became 
the first Western leader 
to address a summit of 

the Gulf Cooperation Council 
(GCC) in Riyadh, where he heard 
Saudi King Salman bin Abdul-Aziz 
Al Saud bemoan Iran’s efforts to 
“expand control” and foment 
“sectarian sedition”.

On  May 4th in Doha, Hollande 
trumpeted a $7.1 billion deal with 
Qatar for French-built Rafale jets 
and described France as “a reliable 
country, one in which a partner 
country can have confidence” — a 
none-too-subtle reference to the 
United States’ retreat from the re-
gion and its negotiations with Iran, 
the Gulf monarchies’ bête noire.

As well as supplying the Qataris, 
Paris is negotiating with the United 
Arab Emirates over the possible 
sale of 60 Rafales, a deal worth up 
to $11 billion. French officials boast 
they are on the cusp of economic 
deals with Riyadh “worth billions 
of euros”.

France has also dragged its 
feet in world powers’ nuclear 
talks with Tehran over its nuclear 
programme. Paris stressed in a 
joint statement with Saudi Arabia 

in early May that any agreement 
should be “verifiable” and not 
“threaten the security and stability 
of Iran’s neighbours” — just what 
the Gulf powers wanted to hear.

While in Riyadh for the GCC 
summit, Hollande also met Saad 
Hariri, leader of Lebanon’s mainly 
Sunni Future Movement, to discuss 
supplying the Lebanese Army with 
French military aid worth $3 bil-
lion, financed by Riyadh.

This is not the first time France 
has entered a political space left by 
Washington or that Paris has shown 
wariness of Tehran.

“In the 70s and 80s, France 
established a military and commer-
cial presence in the Gulf,” Olivier 
Da Lage, author of The Geopolitics 
of Saudi Arabia and analyst at 
Radio France International, told 
The Arab Weekly. “France always 
considered itself an important 
player in the Middle East.”

In 2003-05, France joined Britain 
and Germany in negotiations with 
Tehran over its nuclear pro-
gramme. But the Europeans’ goal, 
strongly supported by the Bush ad-
ministration, remained that Tehran 
give up uranium enrichment.

When Barack Obama was elected 
US president in 2008, pledging to 
engage Tehran and looked at com-
promises under which Iran would 
continue some enrichment, French 

officials briefed 
journalists on 

Paris’s fears this would concede too 
much.

More recently, France has as-
serted an independent approach to 
Syria. In October 2014, Paris backed 
a Turkish proposal for a no-fly zone 
in northern Syria, which foundered 
because of US opposition.

In March, French Foreign Min-
ister Laurent Fabius criticised the 
suggestion from US Secretary of 
State John Kerry that talks might 
be needed with Syrian President 
Bashar Assad to end the four-year 
war in Syria.

Da Lage says that Hollande, 
elected in 2012, and Fabius share a 
personal distrust of Tehran. “They 
were both in power in the early 
1980s when there was the bomb-
ing in Beirut [carried out by Islamic 
Jihad, a group linked to Iran] 
against the Drakkar [headquarters 
of French peacekeepers], when the 
French lost many soldiers,” he said.

“There was also a string of bomb-
ings in Paris [some attributed to 
Iranian-allied groups], a hostage 
crisis [at least nine French citizens 
were kidnapped in Beirut] and so 
on. Both Hollande and Fabius have 
in mind that period and the con-
cept of Iran as very suspicious.”

But that is all a far cry from the 
narrative, currently 
popular in the 
GCC, that 

France is set to replace a US with-
drawing from the region.

“I don’t see the US (Navy) 5th 
Fleet, which is based in Bahrain, 
leaving to go somewhere else,” 
François Nicoullaud, former ambas-
sador to Tehran, told France 24 tel-
evision. “Even beyond the question 
of oil; this is a strategic region and 
the US is there to stay.”

Da Lage says Paris is exploiting 
a desire by GCC states to influ-
ence Washington. “When they’re 
unhappy with the US, they want 
to show there’s an alternative,” he 
said. “France is using that opportu-
nity — quite skilfully — but it wasn’t 
really pushing for it.

“This is mostly an initiative of the 
Gulf states. Sooner or later, the situ-
ation will come back to the medium 
position, where France takes a back 
seat.”

Hollande, a socialist with low 
poll ratings and facing an election 
in 2017, is under domestic pres-
sure over relations with the Gulf 
monarchies. 

Four months after Islamist gun-
men killed 12 people in France, 
there is a debate over how close 
Paris should be to countries with 
links to militant Sunni groups.

“I’m not privy to any secret infor-
mation on this,” Da Lage observed, 
“but I feel the reason the French 
— as well as the US — are backing 
the [GCC] intervention in Yemen, 
which is doomed to fail, is that 
they want to show they support the 
security of those Sunni monarchies 
and therefore keep them on board 
against the Islamic State (ISIS).”

Gareth Smyth has covered 
Middle Eastern affairs for 20 years 
and was chief correspondent for 
the Financial Times in Tehran in 
2003-07.
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